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I. INTRODUCTION 

Л large value for kinetic energy losses is an inherent, feature of deep inelastic heavy ion 

collisions [ 1,2]. Karlior it was assumed that, the relative motion kinetic energy of nuclei, being 

<r;irisforine<) into intrinsic excitation e/iergy, was distributed between reaction products in 

approximate proportion to their masses. Hccent experiments [3 14], however, have demon

strated that this assumption is incorrect. For example, in the r,HNi-|-197Au [3,4], 50Fe,7,Gc + 

""•llo reactions [5-12] the excitation energy is about equally divided between the products 

of the binary reactions for relatively large values of the total kinetic energy losses. In other 

reactions [3,13,И], the excitation energy distribution is intermediate between equal sharing 

and sharing proportionate to the fragment masses. In the 52CY -f 20B Pb [13], 238U-f 12''Sn, 

""I'd reactions [14] a large part of the excitation energy is concentrated in the light frag

ments even for a wide range of total kinetic energy loss. These new experiments created 

a great interest in the problem of kinetic energy dissipation. To reconstruct the primary 

reaction product yields from the measured evaporation residues, it is important to know 

how the excitation energy was distributed between the primary fragments. 

The fact that thermodynamic equilibrium is not attained as quickly as it, was assumed 

earlier points to the important role of the structure of interacting nuclei even at relatively 

large kinetic energy losses. The effect of shell structure on the energy dissipation is mani

fested in the experimental study of the correlation of the total kinetic energy loss with the 

nucleoli exchange between interacting nuclei [2-12,15,16]. The value of the total kinetic en

ergy loss per unit of the charge distribution variance of the products for the 208Pb + 208Pb 

reaction is significantly larger than that for the 238U + 238U reaction [15,16]. The effect 

of the neutron number variation of the projectile-nucleus on the mass, charge and energy 

distributions of deep inelastic heavy ion collision products is studied in [17-23]. 

Interesting results for the yields of neutron-rich nuclei in the incomplete fusion reactions 

of «MMSCa + 2 « Cm were obtained in [18,20]. The observed yields of such elements as Th, 

U and Pu in the reaction with '10Ca turned out to be two orders of magnitude smaller than 
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those in the reaction with '"'Ca, The сго.чя section of production for elements with нижнем 

larger than the target-nucleus тая», however, is of two оп1егя of magnitude larger for the 

reaction with 44Ca than that for the reaction with 4HCa. I'Vom analysis of the N/Я-п^'ю 

(/V and YJ arc the neutron and proton numbers) of distribution of secondary nuclides the 

authors concluded that target-like fragments have small excitation energies. This fact should 

be taken into account in dc-excitation calculations [2.4]. The difference in excitation energy 

values in all three •|0>,M'',8(Ja + 2WCm reactions is assumed to be related to the difference in 

Qgg - values. 

The effect of the shell structure and N/Z-r&lio of the projectile on the partitioning of 

excitation energy between interacting nuclei, as well as on mass and charge distributions of 

the products of deep inelastic heavy ion collisions is studied in [18,20]. It is evident thai the 

analysis of this effect should be based on a microscopic model. 

The calculation of frictional coefficients requires explicit formulation of a microscopical 

model, including the coupling of relative motion to the intrinsic degrees of freedom [24-41]. 

These models are distinguished by the intrinsic excitations to be considered: collective sur

face vibrations, giant resonances, non-coherent particle-hole excitations or nucleon exchange 

between nuclei. It is clear that the structure of excited states and the strength of the cou

pling of different excitation modes with a relative motion will affect the excitation energy 

distribution between fragments. 

The most commonly used models are those based on the one-body dissipation approach 

[29,40]. In these models, the friction force is determined by the nuclcon exchange through a 

"window" during nuclear collision [42]. The simplicity of this model [29,40] and its success in 

describing the kinetic energy loss and the width of the mass (charge) distribution of reaction 

products are encouraging. The interacting nuclei in the framework of these models, however, 

are considered in the Fermi-gas approximation, and therefore, the nuclear structure is taken 

into account only by means of averaging over the ground state energy and parameters of the 

level density. 

One of the advantages of our model [43,44] is that it allows us to explicitly take into 
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iirroimt the cffacl, of the nuclear shell stricture on a collision process. Л realistic scheme 

of single-particle states, nucleoli separation energies and single-particle matrix elements of 

nucleoli transitions both in each nucleus and from one nucleus to another arc constituents 

of our model. The single-particle approach is improved by the phcnomcnological account of 

the residual interaction between nuclcons. Another advantage of the model is the possibility 

of simultaneously considering the particle-hole excitations in each nucleus and the nucleon 

exchange between nuclei. In the framework of this model, a good agreement with the 

experimental results has been obtained in describing the dependence of the excitation energy 

sharing between reaction products on their mass number, and the dependence of the ccntroid 

position and variances of the charge and mass distributions on the total kinetic energy loss 

[43,4-1]. 

The basic features of our model are described in Sec. II. In Sec. Ill, the effects of 

the projectile shell structure and its N/Z-r&tio on excitation energy distribution, centroid 

position and variance of the charge (mass) distribution for binary reaction products in 

deep inelastic heavy ion collisions are explored. The role of nucleon exchange and particle-

hole excitation mechanisms in the transformation of relative motion kinetic energy into the 

internal excitation energy of nuclei is studied. Conclusions are given in Sec. IV. 

II . MODEL 

The model is based on the assumption that colliding nuclei moving along approximately 

classical trajectories preserve most of their individual properties during the interaction time 

at the kinetic energies under consideration [1,2,45]. For this reason, the quantum-mechanical 

consideration of the intrinsic degrees of freedom employs the single-particle approximation 

with a realistic scheme of the single-particle levels for each nucleus. Each nucleus is described 

by a potential well (Woods-Saxon type potential) with nucleons in it. The interaction 

picture can be represented as follows: during the interaction time both potential wells act 

on the nucleons of each nucleus causing nucleon transitions between single-particle states. 
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The transitions occurring in each nucleus arc particle-hole excitations, while those between 

partner-nuclei are nucleon exchanges. Thus, in the suggested model, the single-particle 

mechanism is considered as the main mechanism of excitation and dissipation. The single-

particle approacli is improved by the phcnomcnological account of the residual interaction 

between nuclcons. Such effects as excitations of high- and low-lying collective states of the 

interacting nuclei arc neglected. Although contributions to the dissipation could come from 

easily excited surface vibrations, the adiabaticity of the relative motion with respect to these 

vibrations decreases their effects. 

The total Hamiltonian of a dinuclear system / / takes the form 

/7 = пы + //,„ + vM. • (i) 

The Hamiltonian of a relative motion 

nrcl = ^. + u{k) 

consists of the kinetic energy operator and a nucleus-nucleus interaction potential U(K). 

Here R is the relative distance between the centers of mass of the fragments, P is the 

conjugate momentum, ft is the reduced mass of the system. The last two terms in (1) describe 

the intrinsic motion of nuclei and the coupling between relative and intrinsic motions (for 

details, see [43,44]). 

The single-particle Hamiltonian of the dinuclear system H is as follows 

W(R(0) = E ( l £ A . - + &?{'< ~ R(0) + #r(r,-)) , (2) 

where m is the nucleon mass, and A = Ap + AT is the total number of nuclcons in the 

system. The average single-particle potentials of a projectile Up and a target Ur involve 

both the nuclear and Coulomb fields. 

In the second quantization form the Hamiltonian (2) can he rewritten as 

W(R(0) = &n(R(0 ) + Kn((R(<)), 
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/Л.,(К(/)) = £<f,(R(/))n;4 = Е ii'W))*tMi> + Е^(Щ/))я!-нг. (3) 

U,„(R(0) = E^ ' (H( ' )k4< 
<y<' 

= E *ДО»(ЩО).ф./«» + E \!п''(К-('))а.}н7, + ЕК/'г(К-('))(н;.а7.+ /;.с). 

Up to the second order in (lie overlap integral < l'\T > [Hi] 

ir(R(l))=ir+<l'\l'r(r)\l,>. 

ёт(Щ0) = fr+ < T\Vr[r - R(t))|V >, 

v
i;/;L(R(/))=</)Kxr)i/">. (о 

V!/.;i(R(/))=<7 ,|/'V(r-R(/))|7'>. 

bV/W)) = 5 < /'K4r-R(0) + 'V(r)|V > . • 

In expression (-1) £/>(•/•) are the single-particle energies of iionperturbed states in tlit* 

projectile (target) nucleus. These states arc characterized by a set of quantum numbers 

/ ' = (iii-, j / ' i ' / • , ' " / ' ) and T = (/»•/•,//•, /v,7H7-) corresponding to the projectile (/ ' ) and 

target (V) nuclei, respectively. The diagonal matrix elements < / ' |Г 'г | / ' > (< 7'|Г/-|7' >) 

define the shifts in single-particle energies of the projectile (target) nucleus caused by the 

target (projectile) mean Held. The corresponding uoiidiagonal matrix elements \J( /„ ( \y/ l ) 

generate particle-hole transitions in the projectile (target) nucleus. The mill fix elements 

g,,r correspond to the nucleoli exchange between reaction partners due to the nonstatioiiary 

mean field of the dinuclear system. These matrix elements were calculated in the framework 

of the approach proposed by us ['17,-18]. The contributions of noniuerlial recoil cllects to 

the matrix elements are neglected since they are small [,1,r>]. The с1Гес| of the mean lield 

of one nucleus on states of the other nucleus is taken into account, in the second order of 

perturbation theory: 

j$?,.(R(0) = .\(/''?"(R.(0) (-,) 

+ rE-\/v-(R('))vP,»(R(/)) 
'»• i i n 

-f uv-/'(R(/)) iv ;»(R(0) 
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:('') = jn, ft7.(R(0) = xWW)) 
+ }Efc))A(»(')) + -W7"T(R(0) W T - T ' W O ) 

$/»r(R(0) = ff/-r(R(0) 

(«) 

(7) 
1 v . ^ r - ( R - ( / ) / X ^ ( R ( 0 ) 1 v ,Y(;f,l(R(Qb»r(R(<)) 

+ / . 2 . ,r_.. ./W/ ,u / ^ U / « T ( R ( 0 ) ,. .,., w7-,/.(R(/)) 

where w,-t(R(0)={ei(R(/)) -e f c(R(/)J//i. 

The explicit consideration of the residual interaction requires cumbersome calculations, 

but linearization of the two-body collision integral simplifies the consideration. In the relax

ation time approximation [49] the equation of motion for the single-particle density matrix 

n(l) is 

ih&jp. = (W(R(0), h{i)\ - j[h(L) - А"(Щ)) (8) 

where т is the relaxation time (which will be determined later), nc,(R(£)) is a local quasi-

equilibrium density matrix at a fixed value of the collective coordinate R( t ) : 

n?(R(0) = 1 -f- cxp( ,ei№))-'W(th 
0,(0 )]" • (9) 

0 A - ( O = З Л б / ^ * >(0 + riN)(L)) I < AK(t) > , 

where 0A-(O, < AK{t) > = < ZK(t) > + < NK(t) > , A&ty) and fi^f) are the effec

tive temperature, mass number, chemical potential and intrinsic excitation energies for the 

proton (Q = Z) and neutron (a = N) subsystems of the nucleus K(K = P,T), respectively. 

The r, is calculated in the framework of the theory of quantum 'iquids [50,51] 

\/2i" f, - .i . 1 - - .olf/ ~ \2 /_ .r„n2l 

1 + exp 'Ai?> (^)Г' (10) 

where 

*УК ~ er\ 1 - 3 ( 1 + 2 / ) — ^ 

л <NK>-< ZK > 
]• 

«Й) = ^ [ 1 + 1 ( Г + 2 Л 
</!/<•> (И) 
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arc Hie: I'ermi energies of protons and neutrons (ср=',П McV). Here /m=0.09, //„=0.42, 

/„=-2.59, /^=0 .54 , </=0.7 are constants of the effective nuclcon-nuclcon interaction [51]. 

Tlio finite form of the nucleus has been taken into account by the following expression [51] 

Jl\ — fin — . ^i/J(/•'»» ~ Jex)i 

J К — Jin ~ < Ак > 1 / 3 Win Jex)' (12) 

Л formal solution of equation (8) is 

( i' 

n,-(0 =exp ( ^ — ) J n{(t0) + J2jdt'jdl,'%k(L',t")cxp (~-^ [nk(t") - n,(t")] 
<0 «0 

+ - / d / ' n J ' ( R ( 0 ) o x p t'-to' (13) 

where 

nik(L,t') = - j R e {Vik(R(t))Vki(R(t'))Cxp 
h2 i J dt"u>ki(R(t")) 

Equation (13) is solved step by step with the time interval [t —t0) divided into parts: t0) 

l0 + Al, tQ + 2Д«, etc. for Д* < r,-

' - Д / М ,., / - Д ( > 
n , (0 = n?'(R(0) [l - exp ( ~ ^ ) ] +n , ( i )exp ( — - i ) , 

n,-(0 = n,-(* - Д0 + 53ТГЛ(К(0, Д*Ж(* ~ АО - «.-(* ~ Д01. 
к 

where 

Wik(R(i),At) = \Vik(R(l))\ 
> 2 ( f Utt-(R(Q)) 

1 2 > 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 
[f^.(R(o)r 

n,(i) = < f|a/"a,|i> is a solution of Eq.(8) without taking into account the residual forces. 

The dynamic m(t) and quasiequilibrium n)eq'(R(t)) occupation numbers are calculated at 

every time step. The initial values of the occupation numbers equal 1 for occupied states 

and zero for unoccupied ones. The energy of the last complete or partially occupied level £,• 

was found to be equal to the nucleon separation energy presented in [52]. The time step Д( 

used in the calculations is 10 - 2 2s. 
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The present model allows us to calculate the average number of protons < #/'(T) > or 

neutrons < /Vp(T) >i their variance <J\ or стдг and the intrinsic excitation energies /£jLj/j(f) 

and E'pM-l(t) for the proton and neutron subsystems of each nucleus: 

<ZP(T)>{t) = Y?nP{T){t), (17) 
P(T) 

< tfp(T, >(*) = £ * йя<г)(0, (Щ 

* W 0 = EZ(/v,'V(0[i - MOL (19) 

£ ; $ , ( * + A o = iSpgjto (20) 

+ £ ( в W ) ( R ( 0 ) - Aft-,(R(0)][uf(7)(* + A0 - й,.(Г)(0], 

where the top index Z(N) of the sum restricts the summation over prolon(ncu/roii) single-

particle levels. It is seen from (20) that the fragment excitation energy is calculated step 

by step along the time scale. Separate summing over the neutron and proton subsystems of 

each fragment allows us to determine their relative contribution to the excitation energy of 

the nuclei. 

III . MODEL CALCULATIONS 

This section is mainly devoted to the study of the deep inelastic heavy ion collisions of 

3 4 , 4 0 , 4 6 A r + 2 4 8 C m ) 40,44,48,54 C a + 2 4 8 ^ 40,48Ca+238TJ a n d 20 ,22 N ( , + 2 4 8 C m ^ Л е fran,cWork 

of our model, we have analyzed the effect of the projectile N/Z-ra.i\o variations on the 

distribution of the excitation energy between binary products in these reactions. The shifts 

of the centroid position and variances of charge and mass distributions in these reactions 

were calculated as well. These distributions are important, for example, in choosing the 

combinations of reaction partners and their collision energies for synthesis of exotic nuclei. 

To show the applicability of our model at large nucleus-nucleus interaction times, wc have 

also performed the calculations at a small orbital angular momentum. The relative motion 

trajectories have been calculated by the same method as in [53,54]. 
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Tli" following notations are used: Hr/' =H],/H'r is the ratio of the excitation energy 

of ;, projcctile-liko nucleus to a target-like nucleus; lV'hl"'=E'^h) / E^rr) is the ratio of the 

excitation energy of nuclei produced by particle-liole excitations to thai produced by nucleoli 

exchange; l\v-lN~l')'W(H'iN) is the ratio of the excitation energies of the proton /v*(Z) 

Htul neutron /',"<л'> subsystems of the dinuclear system; < Д#/> > = Zi>— < У.\> > and 

<: ДЛ> >-- /V/'- < Л'/' > are the changes in I lie mean charge and neutron numbers in the 

Projectile. The excitation energy of each nucleus /v"(/ = /'.'/') was calculated hy Kq. (20) 

with summing of the excitation energies of the proton /'>'" and neutron /'.', subsystems, 

bi all figures the abscissa presents the ratios /// , r , '"here l,JT is the orbital angular momentum 

for <> grazing collision. The experimental total kinetic energy loss scale has been related to 

l-bc / orbital angular momentum scale. 

The calculated values of Hr'r (Figures la, 2a, 3a, 7a) show that in t h e : , M , M , \ \ r + 2 , , , r m . 

•io,M.-i«.r,.iCa+ 21нСш1 4iM»c!a+2MU an<l w.7iJic+ 2WC,U ,.,.;„•)i0Ils the excitation energy con-

coiitnited in the light, products is significantly larger than that corresponding to ihenuody-

iiainie equilibrium. This is seen most, clearly in the results of calculations for the reactions 

with :мЛ«" and MCn. 'Thus, due to of the short, interaction time and the strong difference 

in t.b« shell structures of the colliding nuclei, a thermodynamic equilibrium in the dinuelear 

sysK-tn is not. reached. 

It is seen (Figures 1, 2, 3, 7) that, in all these reactions an increase in the orbital angular 

momentum leads to an increase in the Rl'lr and R>'ulrs ratios. This means that the relative 

contribution of particle-hole excitations to the total excitat ion energy of the diiiuelear syst em 

also increases with the initial orbital angular momentum /. It is clear that when the relative 

distance between the interacting nuclei increases (i.e., overlapping of the nuclear densities 

dc.crea.scs), the probability of nucleoli exchange decreases more rapidly than that of the 

inelastic, excitations of nuclei. 

The. results of the lVhfrr and lly'W ratio calculations (see Figures 1. 2. 3 and 7 ) are 

sensitive to the value of the N/%-ratio of the projectile nucleus. From the values of the 
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Fig . l . The dependences of the ratios RP'T (a), R*'" (b) and Rphl" (c) on / / / | r (/sr = /„.„„•„,) 
for the xAr+2,,8Cm reactions: X=34 (dotted line); X=40 (dashed line); X=46 (solid line). 

Fig.2. The same as in Fig.l, but for the xCa+24eCm reactions: X=40 (dotted line); X=44 
(short dashed line); X=48 (long dashed line); X=54 (solid line). 

до>л/г* r a t j 0 o n c c a n c o n c i , 1 { j c that nucleoli exchange is the main mechanism of kinetic en

ergy dissipation. Comparison of the values of Whl" and RZIN shows that with increasing 
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FIG. 3. The same as in Fig.l, but for the xCa+23eU reactions: X=40 (dashed line); X=48 

(solid lino). 

FIG. 4. The change in the mean charge < &ZP > (a) and neutron < ANp > (b) number of 

the projectile-nucleus and the charge variance a\ for the xCa+238U reaction as a function l/lfr: 

the dashed (X=40) and solid (X=48) lines are results of the calculations and the circles (X=40) 

and triangles (X=48) are the experimental data [17]. 
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projectile mass number, the contribution of the proton subsystem to the 1-<>1.я1 fxcilaliuii 

energy increases and becomes comparable to that of neutron exchange (Fig. lb, 2Ь, HI» and 

7Ь). This enhancement of the role of the proton subsystem in the dissipation process wlt.li 

the increasing projectile NjZ • ratio is attributed to the increase in the proton separation 

energy. Ля a result, the intensity and direction of the proton (neutron) transfer (Fig.4a, 'lb, 

5a, 5b, (in, 6b, 8a and 8b) between the fragments of the dinuclear system are changed. 

The increase in the separation energy means that the proton Fermi level in the projeetile 

with the larger N/'A ratio is deeper than in a projectile with a smaller Nj'A, Л large 

difference between the Fermi levels of interacting fragments can increase the number of 

transferred protons from the target to the projectile, Application of a heavy isotope! as 

a projectile increases the difference between the last filled proton level of the projectile 

nucleus and first unfilled level of the target nucleus, As a result, the average excitation 

energy per proton transfer between a heavier projectile isotope and the target nucleus will 

he larger than that between a lighter projectile and the same target. This effect, appears as 

an increase in the mean energy of the proton subsystem displayed in the increase in Hy'/N 

(Fig, lb, 2b, 3b, 7b) and l{Phl" (Kig. 1c, 2c, 3c, 7c) ratios. The contribution of the proton 

particle-hole excitation energy in the nuclei to the shared total excitation energy will be 

significant at large values of the orbital angular momentum. As follows from our results, the 

sharing of the total excitation energy between reaction partners and the distribution of the 

shared excitation energy between the proton and neutron subsystems of the nucleus should 

be correctly taken into account in calculating of the pre-equilibrium nuclcon yields. 

In Figures 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b, 8a and 8b the changes of the mean value of proton 

(< AZp >) and neutron (< ДЛ'я > ) numbers in projectile-like fragments of the '•"•'"'Ca + 

238Ut 34.41МвЛг + 248Сгт) ) «м«,4М4С а + м в С т a m , 2o,2 2 N e + 2<8Cm reactions, as functions of 

l/lgT are presented. The change in the < A/tp > and < ANj> > decreases with increasing 

/ because of a reduction in the overlap of nuclei. From Table I and Figures 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 

6a, 6b, 8a and 8b the sensitivity of < AZp > and < ANp > to the proton and neutron 

separation energies is seen. In Fig. 4a, 4b, our results are compared with the experimental 
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VIC. 5. The same as in Fig./J, but for the хЛг+-чк(*»п read ions: X=.ll (dolled lino): X=I0 

(dashed line); X='l(i (solid line). 

K1G. 6. The same as in I'ig.d, but for the х С а + и я С т reactions: X=I0 (dolled lino): X= 11 

(short dashed line); Х=48 (long dashed line); Х=Г><1 (solid line). 

data for < AZr > and < Д/V/. > for secondary products of the "'•'m0a+*wU read ions from 

[17]. Our results correspond to the primary products. According to our calculations, in 
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*Ne(150 MeV)+"4BCm 240/ 'Ne(150 МеУ)+^иСт 
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FIG. 7. The same as in Fig.I, but for the "Nc+'^Cm reactions: X=20 (dashed line); X=22 

(solid line). 

I'ICi. 8. The same as in Fig/1, but for the xNe+'^4Jin reactions: X=20 (dashed line); X=22 

(solid line). 

the 10 'MCa+218Cm reactions, the centroid of the charge distribution moves to increase the 

charge asymmetry in agreement with the experimentally observed increase in the yields of 
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Table 1. Tim proton (Ар) and neutron (A'„) separation energies of No, Ar, Ca, 

Ap=-7.02 (™\i)i -7.13 (""Cm); A'„=-6.15 (aMU),-6.21 (*"Cm) [52]. 

Klemeiit 

A 

5pfMcV) 

.S'„ (McV) 

Ne 

20 

•12.85 

-16.87 

22 

-15.27 

-10.36 

Лг 

34 

-4.67 

-17.07 

40 

-12.53 

-9.87 

46 

-18.51 

-7.22 

Ca 

40 

-8.33 

-15.64 

44 

-12.17 

-11.13 

48 

-15.81 

-9.94 

54 

-22.00 

-5.51 

nuclides with masses greater than the mass of the target-nucleus [18,20]. In the reaction with 
iNCa, the charge distribution cenlroid is shifted to decrease the charge asymmetry, which 

also agrees with the increase in the experimentally observed [18,20] yields of nuclides with 

masses smaller than the mass of the target-nucleus. Unfortunately, for some characteristics 

of the reactions the experimental daia arc not complete. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

These theoretical results show that the shell structure and the jV/£-ratio of the projec

tile strongly affect the excitation energy sharing between fragments and the mass (charge) 

distribution of reaction products in deep inelastic heavy ion collisions. For strongly asymmet

ric combinations, such as ' ' " ' "Ne+^'Cm, 3^°'46Ат+ И 8 С т , 40'48Ca-r238U and « M ' ^ C i t f 
И 8 С т , the excitation energy is about equally shared between the products of the binary 

reactions. It should be noted that in all these reactions the ratio of the excitation energy of 

the projectile-like nucleus to that of the target-like nucleus decreases with the initial ocbital 

angular momentum. The contribution of the proton exchange to the total excitation energy 

increases with the neutron number in the projectile nucleus and becomes comparable to the 

contribution from the neutron exchange. The nucleon exchange between interacting frag

ments is the main mechanism of the relative motion kinetic energy dissipation. The relative 

contribution of particle-hole excitations (mainly protons) to the excitation energy of nuclei 

also increases with the initial orbital angular momentum. 
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Our calculations show that the excitation energy of heavy products of the reactions 

should not be large. Therefore, the probability of particle evaporation from heavy frag

ments should be small. The authors of the experimental work [18,20] came to the same 

conclusion on the basis of the narrow form of isotope distributions, For practical purposes, 

''.novlcdge tbout the -jKcitr.tion energy distribution between fragments can be used to re

construct primary reaction product yields [23]. 
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